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Editor’s Note

I

n this issue we interrogate various systems that impact our lives. From
these essays, stories, poems, and photographs we can know that one
aspect of any one thing can never fully be separated from the bigger picture. Each system builds on another. Each cell builds an organ,
which builds an animal, which lives in an ecosystem, which thrives in
a world that is part of the universe. Just as these building blocks can be analyzed individually, none of them make complete sense without some knowledge of the rest. It is for this reason that the task of interdisciplinary study
is necessary. No one subject is truly in isolation of all others, and all benefit
from a focused intersectionality of thought and discussion. In these pages we
learn that design should be motivated by poetics and philosophy, that art can
change the abusive systematic treatment of an animal, and that the selfie can
take an epic journey through space.
As always, we invite you to blur the boundaries of academic thought and
allow the discussions and stories found in Anamesa to encourage communication and dialogue between fields of research and study. It is imperative to
question the systems in which you live and to celebrate their intricacies. We
encourage our contributors and our readers to break out of the old and into
the new, find new ways to tell the stories and analyze society. Hopefully these
works will act as a reference and a guide for a new system of thought and storytelling which will break through the strict disciplines of academia and art,
weaving them together for the benefit of the reader. We are honored to be a
part of such a practice.
—T. A. Stanley
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Harding/The Baby

Fiction

The Baby
Isabel Harding

F

rom the living room window I could see the apartments all around
us: the bright yellow squares of the people who were at home, and
the dark empty squares of the people who weren’t. The people
who were not home had left wet towels out in the rain, draped
over their balcony railings. We were subletting an apartment from
someone who had gotten in touch with Joe—one of those friend-of-a-friendof-a-friend situations—just, at least, until I found a job, until we could stand
on our own two feet and find a place of our own. We’d reached a stage in our
relationship where we weren’t sure whether to refer to ourselves as partners,
or girlfriend and boyfriend, or as fiancés, even though we weren’t officially engaged. Everything sounded awkward, changeable, depending on the situation.
We were like actors being told to tweak our lines or use a different tone
of voice, instructed by some invisible director. If we wanted to look more presentable to prospective landlords, we pretended to be engaged. If I wanted to
look good in a job interview, I found myself referring to “my husband” (sometimes I called Joe my husband in my mind, though I hadn’t told him that yet).
But weeks had passed and I hadn’t gotten a call back from anybody, which
made me think that on some level they must have known I was lying, decided
that I was not to be trusted, and therefore unhireable, unreliable.
In spite of the in-betweenness of things at that time in my life, when I was
between jobs and between homes, living in a new city and trying to adapt, I
found it comforting to live in a corner apartment where you could see the
people above you and below you and beside you, and feel boxed in, but not
in an especially troubling sort of way. I am an easily distracted type of per2

son with a short attention span, and seeing these neighbors sometimes in the
hallway or milling around outside the building having a cigarette, when Joe
was at work and I was alone at the apartment all day, helped me remember to
breathe, these temporary neighbors of ours.
You see, I sometimes have to be reminded to take a breath when I am in
the middle of intense activity: exercise, or housework, or making love with
Joe. It’s a tightness in the chest that I have to remember to get rid of, like a
sneeze. Sometimes either during or right after we made love in that apartment, I would feel as if I were drowning, as if I had lost myself and been pulled
underwater, and I would remind myself about the people in the other apartments and come up gasping for air. And even though I loved Joe, I would feel
a pressing need, almost immediately, to be alone.
And yet no sooner was I alone than I was looking at the windows around
and above us and I would feel soothed by the thought that there were other
people in the building who sometimes felt the same way I did, people milling around in their kitchens or running the vacuum or simply staring out the
window like I was. They were alone and with other people, the same as me.
o
It was on one of these occasions, just after sex, that I decided I wanted to
learn to play the piano. I had come up for air after Joe rolled away from me as
if being pulled away by the tide, and I said to him, “I’d like to play the piano
again.”
Again. It had been years since I’d taken piano lessons; I think I quit when
I was thirteen because I was bored. I also wasn’t especially fond of my teacher,
Ms. Strait, a friend of my mother’s from her sewing circle, who hiccupped
endlessly throughout our lessons and who smelled like a wool sweater left in
a field. Still, when it came to boredom I certainly knew I was more bored now
than I had been back then. Joe was at work all day—it was his job that had
brought us to this new city, not mine, of course—and I tended to sleep until
noon or one o’clock, filling up my days with doing laundry (mine, mostly, and
his if I was feeling generous) in the washing machine, a luxurious item for
us (ditto the whirlpool tub, where I could while away an afternoon reading
magazines, the water spinning around me).
And it had a piano. Not a grand or even a baby grand, but a regular old
black one with normal keys and a normal chair with a red velvet cushion
that opened up so you could store your music books inside. The friend-ofa-friend-of-a-friend only had one piano book, called Teach Yourself Piano In
8 Weeks, and because eight weeks was about the maximum amount of time
I figured we had before the friend-of-a-friend-of-a-friend came back from
Mozambique or Madagascar or wherever it was he was doing his internship
in Public Health, I took it as a sign. I did not want to pay to have a teacher or
to go through the tedium of obeying another person’s rules and directives. I
3
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wanted to do it by myself, for myself. Alone.
And in response, that day after we made love, Joe, lying there on the pillow with his arms folded behind his head, said to me: “All right, but try to keep
it down, okay? You don’t want to bother the neighbors.”
o
I try to be a thoughtful person. Considerate, well-mannered. So, that evening no sooner had I decided I was going to take up piano again than I was
writing notes for the neighbors, planning to leave them on the doors of all
five apartments that, by my estimation, might be affected by the noise. I had
bought envelopes and note cards covered in sheet music that I couldn’t read
yet but that I was confident I would be able to, in eight weeks. As I wrote
the notes at the dining table I kept glancing outside at the lit-up windows
around and above me, trying to forget Joe was typing on his computer in the
same room with me. I wrote on the front of the envelope: To: You, From: Your
Neighbor in #205. And then on the notepaper I wrote in my best handwriting:
Hello Neighbor!
I’m the subletter in 205.
Wanted to warn you—I’m taking piano again, so I’ll be practicing for
the next few weeks.
I know it’s loud and I’m not good yet, so I’ll practice mostly while people
are at work: between 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Please let me know if
that’s a problem!
Thanks!

I wrote notes for Apartments 203, 204, 206, 207, and 208. It took me
nearly an hour, because I wanted to be meticulous and not make any mistakes. Maybe I was trying to become disciplined in advance, before I had even
touched the keys. Leaving Joe to his typing, I took a roll of Scotch tape and
went up and down the hallway, sticking an envelope to each door.
Once I’d finished, I looked at my work with my arms folded. The sight
of the music notes on everybody’s door lifted my spirits. It felt good to have
done something, to have a goal and a plan after paddling around aimlessly
for weeks. I thought of our neighbors coming home from work and seeing
the notes, and how happy they would be to have such a kind and considerate
neighbor down the hall.
I went back to the apartment, so excited that I lifted the lid on the keyboard and touched one of the keys lightly with my finger—but that was all. I
didn’t want to jinx it, to bring bad luck on myself before I’d even gotten started. I’d invented a structure for my formerly structureless days, and I wanted
to play by the book, to start fresh with Lesson One the following day, after

4

everyone had had time to read the notes on their doors. I had given myself the
hours of 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m., and that was what I would stick to. I may be
easily distracted, but I am also superstitious, so I didn’t touch the keys.
I started to make dinner before I could get too carried away, yet even as
I scrambled eggs for our omelet my mind was full of Chopin, a vision of my
hands—my own hands!—sweeping across the keys.
o
I got up around noon the next day (I had said I would start at eleven, yes,
but couldn’t I cut myself some slack? After all, who was keeping tabs on me?).
I peered out into the hallway and saw that all of the notes had been peeled
from the doors except one: Apartment 208. Oh well. It was far enough away
that I doubted the noise would make much difference. Gleefully I hit the “On”
button on the coffee maker and went to the piano, unable to wait until after
breakfast to get started. Still wearing my sweatpants and slippers, I got to work
on Lesson One.
The next three days went like that: I would wake up after Joe had gone
to work, when most people were having lunch, and plunk and plod my way
through a lesson while the steam threading up from my coffee mug gradually shrank to nothing. I leaned too close to the book, squinting (jobless, I
didn’t have insurance yet, and couldn’t afford to go to an optometrist for a new
glasses prescription). I kept my fingers curled as if they were gripping tennis
balls, the same way I typed at the computer. I slogged my way through each
exercise, songs with words like, “When beneath the oaks I prowl / Whoo-oo,
whoo-oo? asks the owl.” Children’s songs, set in dark forests or castles, featuring lonely rowboats and rocking chairs and other inanimate objects. By the
end of two hours of practice, my lower back would be sore, and I would stand
and stretch and eat lunch, maybe drink a little wine, make-believing I was a
French lady. Then I’d sit down and keep going.
“Pleasantly I call my name / he cries ‘Whoo-oo’ just the same.” I played this,
and the others, over and over, until at last I reached the end of Lesson One and
was ready to begin Lesson Two. In my more fantastical moments I imagined I
could be a piano teacher myself, or even a concert pianist, but I knew that the
really famous pianists, like the ones in New York, had started when they were
four or five years old, if not younger, and here I was almost thirty.
But I tried not to think it was too late. It was hard to think it was too late
when I was able to press on, keep going, and turn back the clock, or the page,
if I wanted to, returning to a song I had mastered the day before, reclaiming
something I knew I had become reasonably good at through practice. Practice
makes perfect, and I was making progress. It was there, right in front of me,
printed on those little bars in black and white under the pen-and-ink drawing of a lonely rowboat that didn’t seem to want to go anywhere, even though
5
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it wasn’t tied to anything, its rope resting on the surface of the water in the
shape of an “S.”
o
On Thursday, I woke up to find a note lying on the kitchen floor. Somebody had shoved it under the door, and I opened it: Can I watch you? It was
signed: -208.
Indignation, a chilly shiver of annoyance, wriggled through me. It
seemed intrusive. “Who is this pervert?” I asked out loud. I hadn’t intended
the notes on the door to be propositions. I pictured a dirty old man sitting in
a chair with his hand down his pants, watching me practice, and at the same
time I asked myself why this was the conclusion I should jump to. Perhaps the
inquiry was innocent in nature; but then, perhaps not. After all, I didn’t know
anybody in the building—I rarely saw our neighbors, and I certainly hadn’t
seen anybody come in or out of Apartment 208.
I sat down at the piano, cupping my coffee mug, but it shook in my hands.
I set it down and tried to play, but kept making mistakes. The note sat on the
kitchen counter like an unwelcome guest, so that finally, when the curiosity
became unbearable, I got up and put my pants on and went down the hallway
to meet the person who had scribbled it, face-to-face.
I knocked at the door, considering the possibilities. What if it wasn’t a
dirty old man, but a kindly old grandpa, a widower who loved music? What
if he wasn’t old at all, but a man my age? What if he was attractive, a professional cello player who was looking for an informal, in-home accompanist?
Chiseled looks. Soft, dark eyes. Joe was at work all day, after all…I have no
idea, of course, why I expected it to be a man instead of a woman. Maybe it
was the handwriting.
I knocked a second time. No one was coming to the door. I sighed. I
started to turn and head back to our apartment, when, on a whim, I tried the
doorknob.
It turned. The door swung open.
I looked inside and called, “Hello?” but no one answered. I stepped into
the kitchen, which, as in our apartment, was the first room you walked into.
In fact, the layout was exactly the same: open floor plan, with the kitchen and
living room in one great big space, windows at the far side. The décor was a
little warmer and cozier than in ours, with deep Afghan rugs, old, expensivelooking paintings on the walls, and furniture that looked as though you could
sink into it and never come out.
I snuck into the living room, admiring the brass trinkets on the mantelpiece above a fireplace filled with candles, and an antique clock on the wall
that was cheerfully ticking away, the pendulum swinging like a metronome.
I called “Hello” again when I reached the half-open door that led to the bed6

room, and—my heart pounding, terrified that I would stumble upon a naked
man, a murderer, or a sex maniac—I swung it open.
That was when I saw the baby.
He was sitting up on the bed, propped against a mound of pillows. He
wore a pair of blue corduroy overalls with white socks. His cheeks were chubby, round and red, and he watched me steadily, with an intensity I hadn’t seen
in a baby before. I would not call him cute, because he seemed like the type of
baby who might take cuteness as an insult. Oh no, he looked much too dignified for that, like a little king.
I looked around, worried that he might start crying at the sight of a
stranger. “Hello there,” I said. “Where’s your mom? Where are your people?”
He stared back at me, silent.
I went past him and peeked into the bathroom, but there was no one
there, and I even checked the closets to be sure no one was playing a trick on
me. Strange. For a one-bedroom apartment, it suddenly seemed quite big. I
thought of an episode of a TV show I’d seen once, a show steeped in blackand-white Cold War paranoia and suspicion. Everybody had disappeared, after a nuclear holocaust or an alien abduction or something. That’s what it was
like in the apartment. So quiet. So empty.
No place for a baby to be left all alone. As I returned to the bedroom,
we looked at each other with a kind of mutual understanding: we were both
lonely, and surely, I thought, he must be frightened. I was starting to be frightened myself, by that silence and the suffocating plushness of the décor. It gave
me chills, prickled the hairs on my arms.
The baby looked at me expectantly. “Well,” I sighed. “Maybe we should go
back to my apartment. What do you say, baby?”
He gurgled, a bubbly burbling baby-fountain. I found a piece of scrap
paper and scribbled a note on it: where I had taken the baby and at what time.
Feeling very responsible and grown-up, I returned to the bedroom and lifted
him into my arms. He was heavier than he looked—but then, I haven’t carried
a lot of babies in my life.
I took him down the hallway, back to the apartment, and made a nest for
him out of pillows and blankets in an armchair that looked perfectly babyfriendly, with a seat that slanted backward so that he couldn’t tumble out of it.
He seemed content to sit there, wiggling his toes.
We looked at each other for a while. I felt vaguely unsettled, mostly by the
fact that there seemed to be no adults in his apartment, rather than by the fact
that there was a baby in mine. He seemed to want me to do something, and he
made a little noise after a while, a kind of whimper.
“Are you hungry?” I asked him. “Are you bored?”
Then I remembered the note on the kitchen counter, and I picked it up
and showed it to him. “Did you write this?” He stared at me. Even though I
7
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know nothing about babies and their ages, I could tell he wasn’t old enough to
speak. I was getting nothing out of him.
So I sat down and resumed practicing the fairly easy Mozart ditty that
kicked off Lesson Two.
He was very quiet the whole time I played. He just sat there and watched.
When I was playing well and not making mistakes, it felt good to have an
audience, someone who was there and not there, who would simply sit and
listen and not speak to me while I practiced. We passed an hour like that, and
then I had to pause because a bad smell was emanating from the baby’s chair.
I picked him up, smelled him the way people do in the movies, and carried
him back to 208, where I found his diapers under the bathroom sink and did,
I think, a pretty decent job of changing him, even though I had never changed
a baby before.
I started to worry he might get hungry or fussy, but instead he let me put
him back down on the bed. He dozed off, just like that, long enough for me to
take a look at the pictures on the wall and try to figure out who lived there. I
could tell little about them, besides the fact that they seemed to enjoy antiques,
odd collections, and assortments of exquisite objects. Amid all that luxury, I
couldn’t find a single personal photo or piece of memorabilia, no handwritten
notes to match the one I had found under my door. The only books I saw were
leather-bound antiques—Greek histories, Dickens, and other classics—but I
saw no other clues as to the tenant’s interests. There wasn’t a TV or a radio
anywhere in sight. It looked like nobody there even read the newspaper.
I went into the bathroom and looked in the medicine cabinets, but there
were no prescription bottles to give away a name or phone number, only a
bottle of hydrogen peroxide and some Band-Aids.
Then I remembered that you can learn a lot about a person from looking
in their refrigerator. I went to the kitchen, while the baby dozed, and found
only a few bottles of formula (good, I thought, in case he’s hungry after his
nap; in case his caretaker hasn’t returned by the time he wakes up), and a
half-empty box of baking soda, old enough that it had clumped together and
gotten crusty. The freezer contained only ice cube trays, empty.
What was going on here? Who would leave a baby alone like this? And
how did he manage to look so healthy, so normal?
o
The day was sliding toward evening, and still nothing. I paced the room,
wondering what to do. The vague, purposeless feeling of waiting that had
settled on me ever since we’d moved had now come into clear, defined focus.
Instead of feeling restless for no reason, I had a living, breathing reason to be
watchful; whether I liked it or not, I had been made this baby’s guardian, if
only temporarily.
8

I called Joe’s office, but he didn’t answer. When I called his company’s
line again the secretary asked if it was an emergency, and I said, “not really,”
because it didn’t especially feel like one, and besides, he’d be home in a couple
of hours. I went back into the bedroom and lay down next to the baby, suddenly exhausted myself. I looked at him for a long time, breathing in his smell:
a baby smell, soft and sweet. The day had been so full of strangeness, it was
reassuring to know he smelled exactly as a baby should smell. I closed my
eyes, listening to him breathe.
I must have dozed off. When I opened my eyes again it was dark outside,
and the baby was squirming on the bedspread, pumping his chubby feet in the
air, punching the air with his fat little fists, like a boxer.
I picked him up and took his bottle out of the fridge, remembering to
microwave it (something else people do in the movies). Holding him in the
crook of one arm, I watched him drink down the formula. “Poor little baby,”
I cooed, rocking him back and forth, even though he didn’t seem especially
poor or little; if anything, over the past two hours, he seemed to have grown.
Once he’d finished eating I took him back to our apartment and sat him
down and played the piano some more.
After about thirty minutes I couldn’t take it any longer: I called Child
Protective Services and told them about the abandoned baby in Apartment
208. They asked me about myself, and about his parents. I told them I didn’t
know anything except that they had shoved a note under my door that morning, so they had to exist, they had to be real people. I tried not to hear the
desperation in my own voice. They asked how I’d known about the baby, and
I lied and said I’d heard it crying because I didn’t especially want them knowing I had walked into some stranger’s apartment simply because the door was
unlocked—or, worse, because I had thought I’d find a naked man lying on the
bed.
“We’ll be over as soon as we’re able, ma’am,” the CPS woman told me.
“In the meantime please keep an eye on the baby for us. Be sure he don’t hurt
himself.” It sounded like she often had to say this to people.
We whiled away the time. I tried to play with the baby, but he didn’t seem
interested in any of the stuff I had lying around: a plastic bottle, a hairbrush,
one of Joe’s sneakers. I played the piano for him again, and he listened, I guess,
out of sheer politeness, for within a few minutes he had gotten sleepy-eyed
and lumpy again, slumped in the chair he couldn’t climb out of.
Around eight o’clock CPS called to tell me they were on the way, and so
I went back to Apartment 208 and set him back on the bed, where he nodded off again. I wanted them to see him in the place where I had found him,
in case that would give them clues as to his history or the whereabouts and
identity of his parents.
When I looked at the clock, I realized Joe would be back any minute. My
9
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heart racing, I ran back to our apartment to meet him.
I told him in a rush about the baby. “They left me a note,” I told him,
though I couldn’t find the note. In all the commotion, I must have misplaced
it, so I couldn’t show him. “And when I went over to find out what it was all
about, I found this baby, just sitting there, all alone.”
He seemed bewildered, still in a post-work haze, his mind no doubt full
of numbers, computations, and algorithms I would never understand. So I
took him by the hand and led him down the hallway. We went into the apartment, to the bedroom.
The baby wasn’t there.
I screamed, a horrible half-whisper as my hands flew over my mouth. I
fell to the floor, afraid he might have tumbled off the bed and underneath it—
but I didn’t see him in the musty shadows. We looked everywhere, checked
the closets, the bathroom, even the refrigerator, where earlier that day, as if by
magic, I had found the food the baby needed. This time it wasn’t so obliging:
the bottles of formula were there, but the baby was not.
“It was here,” I kept telling him, my voice broken and unfamiliar to myself. “It was here.”
“In the refrigerator?” Joe asked.
I recognized the look on his face. He looked exhausted, like he wanted
to rest. “You have to believe me—” I started; but just then, there was a knock
at the door. It was the CPS woman, and she looked tired too, even before Joe
told her that we couldn’t find the baby. He had to explain to her what had happened, for I didn’t have the words. Speechless, I sat on the bed where the baby
had been sitting earlier, staring at the hands folded in my lap, not recognizing
them as my own.
o
That night, I played the piano. I didn’t make dinner. Joe went out and
bought a bottle of wine, and we sat drinking it in the living room. For a moment while he was gone I thought he might disappear, just like the baby. But
he came back, of course, and I made him sit on the couch, because I couldn’t
bear to have him sit in the chair where the baby had listened to me. I played
the piano so that I could turn my back on him without having to explain
myself.
He told me he’d heard about a place that might be perfect for us, a nice little two-bedroom with walk-in closets and a dining room, a real dining room
like grown-ups are supposed to have, an apartment that would give us plenty
of space. Someone at work had told him about it. I said it sounded great. I
asked him to pour me another glass. I sat and drank wine and played until
the notes slowed and finally ground to a halt, as if of their own accord, like a
music box gone rusty.
10

By the end of Lesson Two I was so blitzed I could barely see the notes
anymore; they were blurring together, like a tangle of ants. I paused, my fingertips balanced on the edge of the piano, my wrists suspended by invisible
strings.
Joe said, “It has central heating and air.”
I turned around on the bench, and said to him, “I don’t think you believe
me about the baby.”
He stared at me. I thought about the cellist I had invented for myself, and
how different he looked from this man who sat there while I played the piano.
My cellist, with his soft eyes, hands calloused from careful work, my cellist
would have believed me, even if he couldn’t find any proof for what I told him.
Joe was more scientific than that. He needed the cold, hard evidence, and I
couldn’t give it to him. Can I watch you? Even the damn note had vanished.
“I just think this whole move has been hard on you,” Joe said at last. “I
think it’s been even more stressful than you realize.”
I told him, “I held it. I slept beside it. I changed its diaper. I smelled its
shit.”
But this only made him look more worried.
o
A week later, I closed the lid on the piano for good. We were moving out
of the building, heading down the hallway with plastic garbage bags full of
our belongings. As we passed Apartment 208, I dropped my bag and touched
the doorknob, turned it back and forth, back and forth. I heard Joe say my
name, but I didn’t stop until he had put his hand on my hand and pulled me
gently away.
A light rain was falling outside. As we got close to the car he said to me,
“What about your piano lessons? Would you ever want to try again, with an
actual teacher next time?”
To supervise me, of course: that is what he meant. It had nothing to do
with the music. He didn’t want to leave me alone all day again, without anyone
to look after, or to look after me. The rain began falling harder, and the bags
were heavy. I tried the car door, but it didn’t open. With all the patience in
the world, I said to him, “I’ll think about it, Joe. Now, open the door for me,
would you, please?”
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Scene I: Stuck in the house of tiny deaths
[Somewhere in Texas]
Sarah Howze

Shake blankets loose for scorpions and ladle self-fulfilling praise upon a black
lab whose elsewhere eyes are off in the distance. [living room of the house]
The cat tosses and catches the shattered body of a small sparrow. In daylight,
I dream mountain lions

my craned neck looks to see if the body is still moving but doesn’t much mind
the answer either way. I do not R.S.V.P.
to any of the wedding invitations I receive this year, instead I send small cards
taped with sparrow bones and nettles. Gristle to

while carpet becomes a snowfield covered. I imagine the finest Eiderdown. In
the shadows, I sit, sometimes. Ended hours equal marvel equal eclipse. What
it can mean when absence and presence crowd the same small

call them beautiful. Mothers arrive weak ended on tentative intrusions. Words
like Marrakesh and St. Barthes smoke around their
throats. Silk scars. This time my lover and I hide the loaded guns to show

room. Last night the tiniest of tiny baby geckoes scooted under the fridge.
The skin on the chicken burbled and hissed itself done on an oven rack. This
is a house of tiny deaths: a mashed nail, a bruise in bloom, half-dead bamboo
in a chipped teacup. This is a system to re-imagine the way

how hospitable we are.
I see to it that the wine I have been saving has not
turned to blood. Nod my head half smiled as the blade idles a hand above
crushed carrots. It is a house of necessary deaths and candles burned crooked

I am allowed to be alive. Retrograded Mercury swings its black magnet
through space the way heavy drunk flashlamps swing through murky shallows for frogs to be gigged. There is a weight to the light, each small wave
noticeable. From within,
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with love. If it were not for the quick snap of a wrung neck or the delicate
scooping of the silver-bellied frog from the pool
I would not know how to be tickled by all these small feathers. I would not
know to look for ashes suspended like stardust.
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Design, Infiltrate,
Liberate
Isabella von Mühlen Brandalise

T

here is a general disbelief in the existence of the future, which
leads us to a passive and apathetic de-futuring—the paradoxical
condition in which we doubt even the reality of the future.1 In
the face of myriad social, political, and environmental changes,
designers have been constantly confronted with crises and calls
for redefinitions, yet we still do not know what to do. Our lack of action gives
us no perspective. When we envision a desirable, speculative future, we see
one of action, otherness, and participation, a scenario where spaces are liberated and people not only believe in but also enact their right to the city and
their political relevance. We need to design the bridge between our now and
our desired future. We need to frame for life a new poetic (a way of making)
and a new political (a way of living together). In fact, what we need is to redesign the design practice itself, to envelop both theory and practice into a
mode of reflective action. Our challenge is to infiltrate systems, navigate gray
and ambiguous seas, and create free open zones. Put otherwise, there is an
opportunity for design to end inaction.
This paper is dedicated to this opportunity. After framing an understanding of the present context of artifice and our sociotechnical legacies, I work to
comprehend our current inactivity. Then, I posit a speculative future based on
a reinvention of the commons—all the available and open resources that we
share with everyone, natural and artificial—in time and space. To conclude,
I articulate the major role that design can play, both as catalyst and mediator
between the present and the preferred future, and to enable participation in
and liberation of spaces of contest. Through a metaphor of dancing, I suggest an optimistic alternate logic for reflective, active design. I illustrate the
14

dancing role of design with examples from the tactical urbanism movement,
where acupunctural interventions and appropriations of the urban landscape
reclaim and de-automate everyday experiences and, in so doing, also reclaim
agency and coexistence.
We occupy a categorically new historical condition, wherein the artificial
constitutes the world. According to Clive Dilnot, “[almost] every element in
our environment shows evidence of human artifice.”2 Yet we still struggle to
comprehend technology. We feel a real need to rethink technological contexts
in order to enable action, even the capacity for action. In this sense, technology—understood as “only one aspect of the field of artificial, which is related
to the transformation of nature into artifice”3—agitates us. In response, we
try to establish a free relation to it, meaning “being neither determined by it
(slaves of it) nor giving ourselves over to it; nor seeing it as a magic potion; nor
simply rejecting it as only a disaster.”4
Of course, this is not without risk. For instance, we should avoid a bounded rationality, in the sense of making impactful decisions related to shortterm interests and based on limited understandings of and perspectives on
the whole. Additionally, our push for extreme flexibility is revealed as desire
for extreme control.5 Even as we create complex and intricate superstructures,
we are constrained by their rules, hierarchies, and given networks:
Despite the technological optimism that surrounds some recent urban
developments—with its promises of smart management systems, utter social connectivity, and apps for every possible need—large cities
around the world are also hotbeds of conceivable catastrophes. Within a gradually globalized order, megacities, megalopolises, and other
large urban networks are crucial nodes for flows of information and
people. Accordingly, they also contain the potential to rapidly propagate any crisis or collapse to the whole system.6

The intricate and complex infrastructure that supports some current
huge urban developments illustrate the inherent promises and risks they carry. Furthermore, over the last decades and into the present, we have struggled
with our strong capacity for destruction. This is most overtly reflected in our
unceasing wars and in the increasingly frightening realities of human-driven
climate change. We can not deny how “common [it is] today to speak of environments, the physical and material worlds that human beings inhabit, and
ecologies, the nested interrelationships between human beings, other animal
and plant species, in registers of pessimism.”7 Beside concerns of obvious
destruction, there is also a shift in our basic beliefs about availability of resources. Although human behavior has historically assumed unlimited available resources, the old myths of Prometheus and Gaia no longer make sense:
human capacity is limited, and we do not live in a self-correcting world.8
The present uncertainty-generated passivity and confidence in the future
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creates a continuity in our established actions and mindsets. A paradox of our
time is that we have the capacity to act more and in more meaningful ways but
in fact act less, always demanding more. Participation begins by responding
to our context. Because of our inactivity, it is easy to notice that the old style
top-down, outside-in principle of design is simply not working, and is thus
no longer relevant.9 We do not need to update the aerodynamics or interior
details of our new cars; extended as indefinitely as it now threatens to be,
this approach to design becomes an artifact without any sense of context. It
lacks connection to or even acknowledgement of the bigger systems in which
it should be grounded. In this sense, I would argue that context is actually
in our favor: the open source movement, locally-focused alternative business
initiatives, the valorization of diversity and multiculturalism, combined topdown and bottom-up behaviors, and community empowerment are just a few
examples of emergent paradigm shifts in the conception and theory of design.
The Internet has enabled not only a service- and information-based economy,
but an entire post-industrial culture, to say nothing of new and renewable energy systems. Instead of new cars, we should rethink every system of location
and motion, both in terms of physical bodies (transportation) and intangible
ideas (communication).
Despite the massive, even endless possibility space, only a few steps have
been taken; we are drifting in the numb stagnancies of inaction. We are captured by the mirage of harmony that belies only weak consensus. By “consensus,” I mean here more than just “agreement.” Consensus, more broadly, constitutes “normative [counts] of the social order. It prescribes what is proper
and improper, and it defines hierarchical systems where individuals are inscribed into certain roles and places.”10 Quite simply, consensus is a tool that
maintains structural inequality. To draw a prolific agenda from the artificial,
it is urgent that we create spaces that are accessible and available collective
assets.11 Acting collectively, however, does not mean to freely collaborate with
and contribute to our own exploitation,12 or to eliminate debate and contestation. People should be encouraged to contribute, understand the results, and
create empowerment.
Facing the current facts gives us room to speculate and fabulate a desirable, collectively preferred future. According to Anthony Dunne and Fiona
Raby, the more we speculate, the more malleable reality becomes. Speculation
can help us to combine factors that will guide us in creating more desirable
futures.13
In one such future, the everyday scenario of the commons is formed by
fluid and ambiguous spaces—both material and digital, reinvented in time
and space. The configuration of public spaces acknowledges the power of alterity and coexistence as political tools and triggers of reflection. People are
aware of their ownership of those spaces and of their right to the city. Public
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spaces become multi-functional, multi-layered places that enable person-toperson encounters and sharing. There is no map or ideological representation
of territories, which means no ideological representation of a static and universal whole. There is, rather, a collective, ever-shifting cartography, expressed
through the dynamic writings of an urban text and responsive to the space’s
transformations and movements. Technology is at humanity’s side, improving
the quality of life and bringing new poetics to environments. All of this together implies multiple durable and configurable spaces, complete with syntax and semantics sensitive to the subjectivities that interact with them. Those
subjectivities are free, mobile, sensible, flexible, and reversible.
Design has the power to achieve these participative spaces and desirable
futures. This is the place for metadesign and the power of imagination. Using
the world as a dynamic laboratory, design can redefine acting in time and
space by dancing with the systems, infiltrating the gaps between structures,
reshaping the political realm, and, finally, liberating zones.
Design is understood here with its broad perspective, as a mode of acting
in the world and as a means of changing the existing situations into preferred
ones.14 Design has been traditionally misunderstood as merely adding a layer
of form to a pre-existing product, “some superficial feature that could make a
difference in taste and fashion. Even if design could be greatly admired, it was
always taken as one branch of an alternative: look not only at the function,
but also at the design.”15 This approach constrains design strictly to the beauty
and form of ordinary and luxury goods, ignoring its potential to impact and
change everyday life. However, both comprehension and extension of the
practice have expanded. We can identify the role of design across an enormous range of our lives, “from the details of daily objects to cities, landscapes,
nations, cultures, bodies, genes, and, as [Bruno Latour argues,] to nature itself—which is in great need of being re-designed.”16 There are no more restrictions in the ideas of materiality and artificiality. Latour postulates that today’s
matters of fact are becoming matters of concern. Taking matters of concern as
a starting point, we can shift from projecting objects to projecting things in a
broad sense: now we can design issues, rather than accept them as given facts.
Thus, design is “a process of making things right,”17 a way of shaping how we
live with each other and deal with artifacts. It is a context-based practice that
speculates, imagines, and proposes actions; mediates things and persons; and
intervenes in the contemporary universe with operations and courses of action. Gui Bonsiepe brings to the table two relevant values of design in its role
of change: intellectuality and otherness. Intellectuality is the “readiness and
courage to put into question the orthodoxies, conventions, traditions, agreedupon canons of design—and not only of design,”18 while otherness—or the
concern for otherness—is “rooted in the question of autonomy, i.e. the power
to participate in the determination of one’s own future.”19 Both values lead us
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to an idea of dancing with the context.
Dancing here works as a mindset and a metaphor about new forms of
interactions. It allows us to think about ways to interact with and project
space, time, people, and technology. Dancing is a way to deal actively and
mindfully with our own reality. It is characterized by constant movement and
adaptation of our actions based on the feedback we receive. Additionally, by
means of dancing we can build something together—instead of designing for,
we start designing with. Donella Meadows has also thought about how the
metaphor of dancing applies to systems. She suggests that, when you dance,
you need to be active and wide awake, paying attention, giving feedback, and
responding to stimulus.20 There is a kind of balance between rationality and
intuition, control and being controlled. The main and enveloping principle
is to flow past all boundaries; dance different rhythms, mix them, and have
a diversity of partners. When you are immersed in the music and when you
have an intense dance partner, you might not even notice when your movement stops and his or hers begins—each extends and overlaps the other. In
addition, dancing allows you not only to understand, but also to intervene in
a system, playing with its structures and interstitial spaces.
Fundamental changes come from the infiltration in the gaps of power
structures. All systems are based on certain groups of rules that define their
behavior. By defining, we mean an attempt to create a “finis,” or limit. We
cannot think about objects and artifacts without considering the contexts,
services, and systems which surround and situate them. Meadows provides
a useful understanding of the nature of systems when she describes them as
“interconnected [sets] of elements that [are] coherently organized in a way
that achieves something.”21 Within our everyday lives, it is essential to understand the systems that surround us. Most of them are composed of categories
and hierarchies, defined by clear dualities and black and white networks, and
have mechanistic, objective patterns of action. However, the true potential
and magic of transformation lie in the openness of the systems’ ambiguous
and gray spaces, the interstices of their striations.22 The metaphor of dancing makes sense, but, even more, it has a clear application: a designer needs
to design in accord with prevailing circumstances, must feel the rhythm of
them beforehand, embrace the opportunities they open, and operate within
ambiguous limits. When you go beyond the expected choreographies, when
you slip the categorical boundaries and navigate in an undetermined space
in-between, when you explore smooth spaces, you are not here nor there, not
inside nor outside.
In A Thousand Plateaus, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari introduce this
concept as a rhizome, a concept that can be applied as poetics or politics to diverse situations in culture and society. They explain that it “has no beginning
or end; it is always in the middle, between things, interbeing, intermezzo.”23
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The power of it lies in its resistance to chronology and organization, in encouraging nomadic systems of growth and propagation. It challenges assumptions that divide concepts of formal and informal, top-down and bottom-up,
here and there. A rhizome stands opposite to a tree, or arborescent model,
where the strengths come from vertical and linear connections. A monarchy
is a clear example of an arborescent governance, since there is a centralized
element (the king) that concentrates power and is essential to the stability
of the system. A rhizomatic governance, by contrast, dissolves hierarchy and
distributes power such that everyone has capability of voice and action in a
grassroots process of decision-making.
In this wider perspective of acting, design can transform the political
scene to one based on empowerment, distributed leadership, and multiple
agencies—in a word, dissensus. Dissensus disrupts consensus, showing a gap
between people’s acts, feelings, and affections, and thus enables new forms of
negotiation, belonging, and identity to emerge. By political scene (not “politics”), I refer to a concern for “how the society is constituted as the organization of human coexistence. This includes a concern for how identities, subjectivities, and collectivities are posited—including how these are instituted
by design, as one of the practices that organizes human coexistence.”24 A political scene of dissensus leaves room for the contestational and conflictual
nature of common life; in so doing, it supplants and expands the consensual
situation, which can also be seen “merely as a temporary result of a provisional hierarchy, a stabilization of power, which always and inevitably entails
some form of exclusion.”25 Dissensus returns us to the rhizome. Here, each
individual is empowered and capable of contributing to daily micropolitical operations and participation in a local scale. The concept of top-down is
dissolved into hybridism: there is no authority, rather a constant recognition
and rejection of new forms of control and hierarchy. Naturally, new forms
of governance, laws, and actors emerge, reframing and reappropriating the
idea of participation. People realize, in the sense of becoming, the synergic
potential of both homo faber and homo ludens.26 They not only produce and
use tools and technology, but also play in active and engaged ways, creating
ludic atmospheres of participation.
When you infiltrate the gaps of a system, there is a chance to liberate
zones for tactical action. Michel de Certeau studies different forms of spatial operations and divides them into strategic or tactical actions. Strategic
agency is related to formal top-down actions coming from institutions, enterprises, universities, and armies. Tactical agency, on the other hand, is the
victory of the weak over the stronger, of the place over time. It is a constant
game to transform situations and contexts into opportunities.27 Acting tactically in the gaps and in-between spots of the city, people generate free zones,
areas of silence or action, slow and fast spaces, infinite dance floors. They
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design participatory spaces of contest, where power structures and exclusions “might be experientially encountered and challenged and alternatives
offered.”28 In other words, they are constructing TAZes (temporary autonomous zones): “The TAZ is like an uprising which does not engage directly
with the State, a guerilla operation which liberates an area (of land, of time, of
imagination) and then dissolves itself to re-form elsewhere/elsewhen, before
the State can crush it.”29 The ephemeral status of a TAZ enforces its strength
as an unpredictable, sudden, and meaningful event. It is local, temporary,
independent, and viral. A TAZ itself might not cause any drastic change or
fundamental disruption in people’s lives or in dominant structures of power.
It is not radical or revolutionary in the common sense of these words. Nevertheless, it attributes new meanings to vivid space and reframes the urban
scenario as a platform for experimentation, creating de-automatizations in
everyday experiences.
Some movements of tactical urbanism are co-emerging with temporary
and bottom-up interventions to make cities more livable and participatory.30
They can be seen as illustrative examples of possible approaches to zonal liberation:
This “other production” is precisely what emerges today in today’s
“tactical urbanism”: a creative and resourceful appropriation of the
contemporary city’s conflictual conditions, expressed in terms of informal urban objects, adaptative [sic] habitat, alternative forms of infrastructure, temporary and illegal uses of public space, and vehement
claims to the “right of the city.”31

Doina Petrescu, in a framework of relational architecture, names this
kind of movement a “soft resilience revolution,” wherein design and architecture are oriented toward the public realm in multiple contexts, embracing
a diversity of possible actors and political subjectivities.32 Within the studio
atelier d’architecture autogérée, she conducted a series of projects in Paris, encouraging the agency of inhabitants in the role of accessing and transforming
temporary misused spaces. One of their outcomes, the ECObox, started as the
establishment of temporary gardens made out of reused materials. The gardens were gradually extended to platforms for urban criticism and creativity,
self-managed by the studio, inhabitants, and collaborators.33 Similarly, projects of mobile urban kitchens, temporary infrastructure for participation and
skill sharing, as well as artistic interventions and installations, enable leaps
from inaction to participation within the standardized urban contexts. Each
of these substantiate broader design contributions within the dancing mindset. The designers’ assignment here is to promote these everlasting temporary
projects by reinterpreting available spaces and resources, mediating processes, enabling local capabilities, and supporting the social practice. “Rather than
large-scale transformations unable to effectively cope with the dynamics of
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current urban development, smaller, but still impactful, ‘urban catalysts’ have
pervasively become a preferred, if crossbred, mode of city intervention.”34 Instead of prescribing actions and strategies that try to generalize a complex,
diverse, and fragmented context, designers work in a smaller and less determinative scale, leaving room and creating scenarios for potential liberating
situations and TAZ uprisings.
If we were to trace a cartography or plan of these proposed practices in
space and time, there would be no clear boundaries defining disciplines and
categories. They constitute an overlapping of fluid layers of art, design, architecture, urbanism, and activism.
If we dare to imagine a future of active participation in a democratic and
dissensual political realm, we have an opportunity to redefine how we think
and act in our current artificial world. We can discontinue the passivity generated by uncertainties of the present and by the consensual political universe.
As designers, this is a call to enrich our participation in society’s processes
and transformation. Our desirable future will come with the true exploration
of rhizomatic spaces, in order to provide tactical action. It is time to dance
with the forces that keep us passive and oppressed. Taking projects of tactical urbanism for both use and inspiration, we encounter infinite possibilities
in the ambiguous zones outside, or in-between, the classic strategic notion
of top-down planning and governance. These possibilities are embodied as
informal, adaptive, temporary, and contextual alternatives. As pop-up phenomena, they counteract the expected dystopian outcomes of the prevailing
lack of action. Design comes to the scene to facilitate the rupture of torpidity,
enabling autonomous zones of empowerment and capability.
It is finally time to silence the discourse of inaction and initiate tactical operation. “Let’s go back to the dance floor,”35 shake structures and shift
paradigms.
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The Terra Complex
Erin Rose Glass

W

hat did his office look like? Dark wood and leather as
expected, fancy pens of course. He had a great chair
that could swivel, but he didn’t swivel. He sat in it very
still, like a heavy paperweight on important papers in a
room with no wind, thinking. And when he stood up or
sat back down again, the chair did not creak.
Was the judge lonely? Did he sit in his big chair and not swivel and think I
am a lonely judge, with no friends or family to call my own. No. For the judge
carried out the rule. It was a tough rule but there was reason for the rule. And
so, for the good of the building, the judge sat in his chair and decided which
tenant would prosper and which tenant suffer. Which would grow and which
decrease. Which love, which sorrow. The rule was to always follow the rules.
If there was ever a problem, an unprecedented question, he would click his
pen on his chin until it was clear how to calculate the rule that was needed.
The rule that determined him unlonely. The rule that determined him certain.
The rule that made judgement just. There was nothing the rule couldn’t see,
nothing the rule couldn’t reach.
But there are those who claim the judge, after a period of judging, went
into crisis, questioning everything he thought to be true and thinking late
into the night: I am a lonely judge. I am the loneliest. I want to be adored. I
want to be wrapped in a soft blanket and rocked and caressed and caressed
and rocked. Then he would think of his mind, the mind that was him and was
not like a mind but the sea, a wetness that contained ice and lava and plants
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and beasts of all sizes. He never thought a particular thing. What am I, he
asked. Why, I am my mind. And what is my mind? An expression of truth.
And what is truth? Something unchanging. Does it exist without me or did
I make it up? Yes, that’s the question. He tapped his heavy pen on the desk,
then stopped. Or did truth make up me? So, they say the judge went through
this crisis, and the building, which was given no notice, felt it in the air, as if
everything became murky, and all criminals became victims and all victims
became criminals and no one knew what to think, just that to think anything
at all, was dangerous, uncertain.
But the judge went on with his work, taking refuge in habit. Days were
filled with calculating the rules, applying the rules, balancing one rule off the
other, praising and condemning, creating and destroying, carving the building into a perfect grid of truth. But his hands, so expert in their duties, carried
on with his questions, and in the smallest spare moments, they began to play
with the rules, to pile them here and there, to stretch them and mush them
according to a whim, without purpose, without thought. Was it possible they
began to look like something else? He could not think about it without turning them back into rules. Beautiful rules. He resisted the urge to scatter them
across the floor. Instead, he would put them back into order, stick his pen in
his pocket, stand up from his chair, and slip through the passage that connected his office to the building.
And so the story goes, at least as told by those with a certain agenda, an
agenda the rules have foreseen and forfended, that those were dark days, days
that revealed the real basis of his reason. The judge would walk the halls until
he found a young female tenant, alone, perhaps melancholy, perhaps giggling,
perhaps with something inside, some fleck of wetness or ice that might grow,
grow into what, into an answer. And he’d bend down to her ear, not too far, not
too close, and taking his time, for he had no shortage of time, he’d ask if she
liked milkshakes. Did she like milkshakes? And if she said no, or more likely,
just looked up at him hesitating, he would say neither did he, not at all, not
at all! He liked malts, chocolate malts and without asking he would lead her
down a hall towards a place that he knew and buy her a malt, already knowing that nothing would grow and nothing would change. And so that day, or
days later, or weeks and months later, he would have her, and she would fall in
love and think herself an angel, a blessed holy angel, and the building’s paintings of lava and plants and beasts would sing out to her as one of their own.
But the judge would already be gone, back with his rules, for outside of the
rules there was nothing, just emptiness, emptying his mind. And she would
turn to ash, or a cleaning woman, or some high official would take pity and
make her a secretary, a fixture for the lobby with hair forever frizzled from his
touch. They say, those whose pleasure swells at spreading madness say, that
the judge hired a detective, oh the best detective in the building, because the
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judge found himself a mystery, and after a while found himself out, or discovered something, whether bad or good no one knows, and he went back to his
work, no longer asking himself so many questions, just doing, doing.
And he dreams that one day – for even judges dream – that a tenant
breaks through his door in pure fury, with threats to destroy the entire building, oh the look on her face he can’t describe. How delightful! Just delightful!
How did you get in, he asks. How on earth did you get in? First I was born, she
says, and I lived for many years in your building and in this time I was faced
with many challenges, that did not first appear as challenges, but tricked me
by taking on the forms of love, friendship, destination. And then, gradually, I
was introduced to the riddle of the forms, where one might attain everything
promised if they can solve the forms, and then I waited in lines with no end,
called the hotlines where the hold music blazed eternal. I found myself in
the lobby of multiplying questions, where each question was answered with
nine questions, and I wandered in the hall of relativity, the hall one must walk
through to get anywhere, where sickness is indistinguishable from love and
ignorance from wisdom and evil and good have been kneaded into one indistinct mass which is bread, the only bread available to eat if one wants to
continue their journey.
I continued my journey. But then, I don’t know, something happened
inside. But it wasn’t inside, I was hearing something, something very soft,
maybe a song or a greeting, but it made my gums tickle and my knuckles ache,
and I tried to find its direction so I might better hear. But it was in no particular direction, its volume determined by the amount one listened, and this soft
hum started growing like waters rising around me, a flood of countless voices,
voices of every tone and volume, saying every possible thing, some inside my
head, some out, some in the mouths of my loved ones, some in the mouths of
my enemies, all telling a different story, but all saying the same thing: listen,
listen, listen, come here child, give yourself up and listen. And if you did listen, if you really listened to understand, to hear, each voice came out sensible,
justifiable. Each voice made every other voice an oppressor, unreasonable, enraged. And I was lulled by these voices, confused by these voices, heartbroken
and enraged at these voices, and I thought what overpowering music, music
that becomes you and shreds you apart. And I thought, why the judge, has he
not heard, has he not listened?
But the judge, with a twinkle in his eye no one understands, not yet anyway, interrupts her and says, now listen, listen, and she says no no, you listen,
listen, for I have listened long enough, to everyone and everything and to
listen is to lose oneself! And they argue, going back and forth, back and forth,
like a little boat rocking in a dream, whose dream, the dream of the ashen
tenants rocking and caressing their hope , and then he does what a judge has
to do with her, and he doesn’t make his expression soft or give her any special
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treatment because he is a fair judge, a just judge, an unbiased judge, the only
sort of judge worth judging, and when his judgment passes it makes the assistants quiver for miles, and the birds fall from the trees, and the sky go black
in fear. In the end, who knows if the tenant agreed with him or not. For maybe
he handed her a form, a redeeming, contractual form, that asked very little
from her as long as she signed here, here and here, and she said ok, but I don’t
completely understand, and he said initials are fine too, just in the boxes, and
she said I think I need a little more time, and he said you either agree or you
don’t, and she said just ten more minutes, and he said sign or don’t sign, and
she said, or lifetimes, and he said, you’re holding up the line, and she, looking
at his face that is a wall with no beginning or end said, but how can I know,
how can I ever ever know, and he said, last time I’m going to ask. Pen?
But do you know what this judge does at night? When the curtains are
closed and the phone is dead and his building is empty and the people who
praise him and the people who curse him are in bed holding each other tight?
Do you know what this mighty judge of all judges does, the judge who decides
dark from light, night from day, love from hate? He paces the room for a few
moments, looking at nothing in particular. He thinks of something very hard
to understand. He sits down. He puts his head in his hands. Then very softly,
and with no mirrors or windows anywhere near, he cries, and he cries for a
long, long time.
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I.

II.

People say that they would have died for you.
In this dimension, I can’t help you. I’m just some
Baltic churl fettered down by books, faltering
between tongues. I’ve gotten lost on the way,

Let’s favor the wild abandon over guns. I’ll scribe it
on mole’s thighs. Let’s make much of time, drawn
with a huff, possibly a bite. You’re almost sucked
in. Let me tell you about blocks I stole from school

long forgotten the road to Czarnolas. In this testtube portal it’s your life that’s being sucked in
slowly as pornography streaming along: a ticker
tape to bind your eyes with flashes of tit for tat.

when I was young. Let me tell you that I’ve come
from broken gentry—no money, just tongues.
Mother’s family sleepy painters singing to the impotent
sun. Father’s farmers gasping at the sight of pregnant

I knew you’d run away. What I’ve learned from
you is gold: ducks are more particular about their wealth
than geese, Galileo was charged for Copernicus’s crimes,
chocolate is a good chaser for anything you feign to love.

moon. Let me convince you that I’m not at all deserving
of generalization. Let me convince you that I’m not worthy
of gold and grapes. Let me seduce you into skin.
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Trivia
Isabel Harding
Warning: This next story features a character who has experienced
sexual assault. Some of the imagery, descriptions, and emotions may
be triggering to those who have experienced sexual assault. Please
be advised.

T

uesday night, just the two of them. For the first time in three
weeks, they are playing trivia, at the pizza place where they
used to come with their friends. Their team name is No New
Damage, which she lifted from the back of the scrap paper
where they list five answers in each category. They have never
won—the prize is half off your dinner bill—but they keep trying anyway.
Spending so much time on the Internet, day after day, they consider themselves fairly good at keeping up with random facts, useless information.
For the past hour he’s been watching her trace her finger along her
beer glass, her eyes wandering the sci-fi monster posters on the walls. He
can tell she’s making an effort, pretending to think hard about the answers,
but she hasn’t touched her pizza. Is she mad at him? These days, it’s hard to
tell. He doesn’t want to press her.
She says, “I don’t want you to treat me any differently,” and begins
doodling on the piece of scrap paper with her golf pencil, a cyclops or a
UFO. She says, “I don’t want this to define who I am.”
o
The next day, he sees her scanning the local paper while she eats
her breakfast cereal. “Huh,” she says. “Well, it made the crime report. Imagine that.” She reads for a while, her face unchanging. Ten minutes later she
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is on her computer, reading about it there, too, unpacking all the details. He
doesn’t know whether to try to stop her or not.
“I feel like a minor celebrity,” she says, swiping her hair behind her
ear.
o
Three weeks. Still, when they get take-out on weeknights he walks
to the Chinese place that is farther from their house. They used to go to General Dragon’s all the time. The owner was the one who called the police, after
finding her lying in the grass just outside the back door when he was closing
up for the night. A basket of fruit greeted them when they came home from
the hospital, a gift from the owner and his wife. “Mrs. Dragon,” she’d joked.
He has eaten most of the fruit. The rest lies rotting in the bottom of
the basket—kiwis and plums mostly, smelling sweet, attracting tiny flies. He
sees her snatching the flies out of the air, one-handed, without looking.
o
Once, at a museum, they saw an exhibit featuring various trinkets
and oddities a famous artist had collected over the years. His favorite display:
a basket of desiccated fruit, the limes shriveled up like golf balls, the bananas
skinny and dark as slices of rope.
o
Watching TV, eating moo goo gai pan, they say nothing about the
latest plot development on their favorite crime drama. He remembers her
telling him, on an early date, about catching lightning bugs when she was a
kid, just to squish them in her hands and see the phosphorescent goo they
left behind. “One-handed,” she told him, mimicking the motion for him in
the air. She smiled. “I was better at it than anybody in the neighborhood.”
This was months before they found a place together, before she started doing
it regularly.
o
“It’s very in right now,” she tells him one afternoon, while folding
laundry. “As a topic.” He is reading a book on the bed while she puts the
laundry away. “Have you noticed? It’s everywhere these days. In politics, in
the news, on TV. People are writing poems about it. Firing comedians over
it. I don’t get it. It’s not like it wasn’t an issue before.”
“Before what?” She means before now. He knows that. But he thinks
she really meant to say before me.
“Just, you know.” She holds his gray shirt up to the window, peering
at it closely. “In general.”
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The air sags between them, awkward and heavy.
“What are you looking for?” he asks.
“That hole. Remember? I saw it the other day, right in the armpit.
Ugh. It’s still there—I could’ve sworn I fixed it. Where’s my sewing kit?”
“Don’t worry about it,” he tells her, taking it from her. He doesn’t
know how to sew, but there’s a tailor down the street. He tucks the shirt into
his jacket pocket, and heads out the door.
o
Before her—of course it was an issue before her. He just hadn’t ever
been so face-to-face with it, so close to it, if closeness is even the right word.
But she’s right: now, it’s everywhere. It won’t let them be, even if they can’t say
it out loud.
o
On his way to the tailor, he notices every man who walks by him,
knowing he shouldn’t feel the way he does, like he wants to throw each one
of them up against a brick wall—but why should he feel guilty?
It puts a sour taste in his mouth. He knows it could have been any
one of them. It was too dark even to know The Suspect’s race. That’s what you
become after you do a thing like that: The Suspect. Just like when you die you
become The Body. Just as his girlfriend is now The Victim.
At odd moments, particularly at night when it’s hard to sleep,
strange thoughts come to him that he can’t get rid of, burrowing deep, like
worms into a melon. He wonders why the man chose her, whether she was
the only solitary woman near General Dragon’s that night. He wonders, how
big was he? What did he look like? Had he done it to women before, or was
this the first time?
He wonders what the man felt when he did it, when he put his hand
over her mouth and slammed into her. He hates that it is easier to imagine
than what she might have been feeling.
He takes the shirt into the tailor’s, which smells of laundry detergent
and steam. The old lady who runs the place is watching a soap opera on TV,
and he rings the little silver bell on her desk to get her attention. Putting on a
smile, he tells her what the trouble is, what needs mending, and where.
o
She decides to go back to work. Three weeks is enough time off for
anybody, she tells him. Sitting around at home all day is making her stircrazy, she says.
She returns to the coffee shop where they first met. She used to draw
designs in the foam on his cappuccinos, the ones he went out of his way to
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order, even though it was summer, even though it was three blocks farther
away than his usual coffee shop. She drew a heart for him, an owl, and once,
a giant eyeball that stared up at him while he drank it. He knew she would go
with him to museums and midnight horror movies, neither of which they’ve
been to in a while.
Her first day back, immediately after she gets home, she flops down
on the bed, dark smudges under her eyes. “I’m not going back,” she tells him.
Everyone wanted to know what had happened to her, or didn’t ask but shot
her looks. Even people she had never considered friends put their hands on
her shoulders. When she heard whispering in the kitchen, she suspected it
was about her.
“What’s wrong with me?” she asks, and he longs to touch her, draw
her close, but he fears doing so would make him no better than the people
she works with—or worse. There is a fine line between holding her tight for
comfort and holding her tight to keep her from screaming.
o
When he came to the hospital, she was sedated, her face like bruised
fruit, her eyes rimmed with red. He thought of her coming out of the murk
to the staff asking for his name and phone number. She hadn’t had her cell
phone with her at the time.
All through the night, he couldn’t keep his hands from shaking. She
had wanted him to come to their friends’ party with her, a few blocks from
their apartment, but he hadn’t been in the mood.
“You never want to do anything fun,” she told him.
“I’m tired,” he’d said. “I’ve been at work all day.” Wanting to avoid a
fight, he went into the living room and turned on the TV.
A minute later he heard the door slam. When he got up to get a
snack he saw her purse and her phone lying on the kitchen table. He knew
where she had gone. He knew she had left the purse and the phone on purpose, to make him worry, to tell him, I don’t need you to call me, and I won’t
need to call you. It was the ultimate fuck you.
“Fuck you, too,” he said to the air.
At 2:00 a.m. he got the call.
She had been drinking and smoking pot at the party, but no friends
had offered to walk her home—or if they had, she had turned them down.
It’s a short walk, she had told them, not too far from the Chinese place, you
know?
He hates those friends now. The friends have tried calling and texting both of them, but they have not responded. If one of the friends were to
take the next step, and show up at their door, he’s not sure what he would do.
o
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She talks to her parents on the phone, now and then, but they never
talk about what happened. She answers questions about how she’s doing—
“Oh, I’m fine”—vaguely—“My jaw is less swollen”—so that he is not sure they
know the extent of the damage. For all they know, a man knocked her down
and stole her wallet. They came and visited for a couple of days, stayed at a
hotel downtown. Although they had always been awkward around him, they
had even less to say to him than usual.
Her father is a conservative, white-haired man with sad blue eyes,
who probably disapproves of any young man sharing his daughter’s bed, especially before marriage. She sees a therapist, and told the therapist once about
a dream she’d had, in which she was screaming at her parents at the top of her
lungs.
“What were you trying to tell them?” the therapist asked.
“Guess,” she snapped. She’s told him about it, and about the look on
the therapist’s face.
But on the phone with her father, she is polite, restrained: “Yes, Dad.
I saw the article you sent me. Thanks.”
o
The big hit on the radio this summer features the refrain “No means
yes,” and the music video depicts a young man in sunglasses and a tuxedo
dancing around with naked women. He has only seen the video in public
places like bars and the pizza place, usually with the sound turned off. He
wonders if the song was playing at the party, if she heard it before she left, if
she danced to it with their friends. If he had been there, would he have danced
with her? Would he have said anything about it, or tried to look like he was
having fun?
o
“Let’s take a class together,” she suggests one morning. “I feel like
learning something new.”
Before now, the only class he had pictured them taking together was
Lamaze. Holding her ankles, helping her breathe. They had talked about having babies, after all. But now he says, “How about a cooking class?” It would
be good for her, he thinks, to learn to cook for herself. She should learn how
to make something besides cereal.
He thinks it, but doesn’t say so, when they’re standing at their shared
hot plate in a classroom under fluorescent lights, kids in a chemistry class,
splattering spaghetti sauce everywhere. She sticks a finger in the sauce and
dabs some on his nose. “You clown,” she says. She is like her old self again,
but meaner. The instructor for the class comes over to their station, scowling,
telling them to stop acting like children. He wants to tell the instructor not to
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talk to her that way, but he keeps his mouth shut, his jaw clenched, and they
both know they will not be back next Thursday.
o
In idle moments he wonders when they will resume being intimate
together, and he tries to drive the thought from his mind. He had already
braced himself, emotionally, for a long period of refraining from sex after they
had children. But that was supposed to be years from now. The Suspect suspended things between them, disrupting their private world, which is perhaps
the most invasive thing of all. Before, it was just about the two of them—now,
it feels like someone else is always present, always in the room, watching. It’s
why the air feels so heavy, and why she crushes the flies in her hands: to make
the apartment feel less crowded, like they are the only creatures inside it once
again.
He knows he has to let her initiate it, so he keeps a wary distance,
even when they’re lying in their bed at night. She lets him hold her, puts her
head on his chest, as she used to, and occasionally kisses him before they fall
asleep.
When they finally go further than that, the night after the cooking
class, it starts out neither as bad nor as awkward as he had feared. He takes his
time, goes slow, but she gets irritable when he asks her, for the second time, if
she’s okay. “I’m not a virgin, you know,” she tells him, and he goes limp, rolls
away from her. He feels sick, and says so.
“I’m sorry,” she says, staring at the ceiling. “I’m sorry I make you
sick.”
He gets up, goes to the bathroom, lifts the toilet lid and sits down,
pressing his back against the tub. He feels dizzy. He wishes she would walk
into the bathroom, the way she used to, before the night of the party. It’s not
going to happen, but at least he can try to picture it, here, in the dark.
A fly whines past his ear.
He closes the toilet lid. He gets up, goes back into the bedroom, and
says to her, “It’s not you. I’m making myself sick.”
o
“Why don’t you ever ask how I am?” she asks him the next morning
as he’s heading out the door to go to work.
Is she joking? He stares at her. Under any other circumstance, he
would laugh at her in disbelief. He wonders if she is willfully not remembering the night before. Like the hole in the shirt. She can’t remember such small
things anymore, the smallest words and gestures.
The look on her face tells him it’s no joke. “Don’t you want to know
how I’m doing?” she asks. “What’s going through my head?”
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“Of course.”
“We talk around and around it, but we never really talk. Do we?”
He is at a loss. “I didn’t want to bother you,” he says, scratching his

“Bother me?” He can see her trembling, furious. “You really think
that? That it would bother me more to talk about it than not to? How could
you possibly think that?” Her hands are balled into fists. He notices the bruise
on her cheek, still there, a dusky smudge.
“I have to go to work,” he says.
“That’s all you think about, isn’t it? How to get away from me?”
Too many questions. “Save it for Trivia Night,” he tells her, before
closing the door.
o
He comes home from work to find her sitting on the floor in front
of the TV, playing a violent video game, one she dug out from a box they
hadn’t bothered to open when they moved in together. He sits on the couch
and watches her skidding a car through the streets, running over pedestrians,
blowing things up. She buys guns and ammunition and attempts to murder a
handful of gang members, but they shoot her character dead within seconds.
She puts the controller down, calmly, still facing the TV.
“I went to the police station today,” she says. “To identify The Suspect. They had them all lined up against a wall. But he wasn’t one of them.”
“But I thought—” He thought it had been too dark to see anything,
even The Suspect’s age or race or other defining characteristics. But he refuses to press her. Questioning anything, he fears, would make it sound like
he wasn’t on her side. She thinks they aren’t talking enough, but he feels all
they’ve exchanged lately are words, and more words. What they need now,
he thinks, is an unspoken language—like when they used to make love, and
couldn’t speak afterwards.
Slowly, carefully, he goes over to her. She stands, turning around,
facing him, and he puts his arms around her.
Please, let me do this—at least this much, he thinks, he prays.
She lets him hold her. He feels her body, hard and strained, relax
against his, the tension draining out of her. They go to the bedroom and lie
down on the bed, and he strokes her hair while she presses her face into his
armpit.
o
He brings himself to examine the spot where it happened, the grassy
patch next to General Dragon’s. He is usually able to isolate himself from past
events, in ways that are useful to him: taking a new girl to restaurants and
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bars he used to frequent with his exes, or enjoying the company of old college
friends on their own terms, rather than what they used to be, what they used
to mean to him. But this? This is something different.
He stands on the grass and sees where it was crushed, three weeks
ago, where their two bodies struggled, where the man wrenched up her skirt,
pinning her arms underneath her. He thinks of blood, and semen, and spit.
His stomach lurches. He wants to leave something in the spot where
it happened, the way people leave memorials by the highways where loved
ones have died, but he has nothing in his pockets, and besides, that would
be silly. She’s not dead, after all. She is sitting in their apartment, waiting for
the next call from the police or her parents. Waiting for him to get home.
He’s been thinking she should get out of the house more often, but he hasn’t
wanted to tell her so. He senses he doesn’t have the right to tell her anything
anymore.
He kneels down, snatching up a handful of grass, the way he once
snatched at her hair when they were in bed together. He stares at the grass
until it becomes meaningless, like words on a page when you look at them for
too long.
o
On a regular night she might have come home from the party, prodding him, trying to find out if she’d succeeded in making him jealous or worried. On a regular night, he would have told her, with the feigned maturity he
has always prided himself on, that he didn’t give a shit. She was an adult; she
could do what she wanted. She was her own person, and he trusted her. At
least, that’s what he would have told her. She would have been disappointed,
annoyed again, but they would have made it up to each other within a couple
of days. They would have gone on being friends with the people at the party. He could walk down the street at night—they could both walk down the
street—without worrying about the people around them. They would have
gone on feeling invincible, instead of trapped in a moment, lying bruised and
bleeding in the grass in his mind, in her mind. They would have gone on holding hands; they would not have gotten stuck like this, his hand reaching out
while she drifted further and further away, until he couldn’t see her anymore.
o
Tuesday rolls around. Trivia Night. While he’s at work and she’s at
home, she texts him that she’s about to go to the grocery store. Need anything?
He thinks about it for a moment, then replies: Maybe some milk, followed by:
But don’t worry about it if you can’t carry it home. I know it’s heavy.
I can get it.
Are you sure?
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she?

Yes!! Don’t worry about me.
When he comes home, he sees the milk in the fridge. But where is

Poetry

o
She does not come home that night.
o
Or the next.
o
Did you sign up for this? What’s your team name?

Linguisticity
Mary Petralia

o
Question: Your girlfriend is attacked. What do you do?
Take a deep breath. Think it over.
Okay. How about now?
How long before you take her to another scary movie, and she actually thinks it’s scary, but in a good way? How long before she draws you another picture of a dinosaur wrestling with a robot? How long before you lose
the urge to text her to make sure she’s okay? How long before you bring her
flowers again, “just because,” not because of what happened? How long before
she comes back—because she will come back, won’t she? All of her, no longer
The Victim, but the girl with her own name, the name that you said simply
because you liked the way it sounded. The girl who said your name back to
you. Remember what that was like?
Every day was like the day before, and every question was a harmless
question.
You could talk about anything. You knew all the answers, and you
knew her—didn’t you?

Dumb it down, slum
it. Succumb to the sound.
Voiceless bilabial stops
vibrate vocal cords.
Chorales voice three
features of articulation.
The voice
of labiodental
dirty things
as in the places
they like to play.
They tongue
alveolar trills
in their manner
of speaking. They sing
scientific round mouth sound.
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Nonfiction

The Power of Flowers

How Flowers Amended the
Pit Bull’s Bad Reputation
Haleigh Bernbaum
Fire burst from its open mouth, its eyes glowed with a smouldering
glare, its muzzle and hackles and dewlap were outlined in flickering
flame. Never in the delirious dream of a disordered brain could anything more savage, more appalling, more hellish be conceived than
that dark form and savage face which broke upon us out of the wall
of fog.1
— Time Magazine, July 27, 1987

When an object, image, or idea is presented to a culture repeatedly in a
manner that selectively edits and manipulates it, a stigma about that object
ensues, generating a common opinion that is then misinterpreted as natural.
For French cultural theorist and semiotician Roland Barthes, this is the operation of ideology, or of “myth.”4 Semiotics is the theory of making meaning
through signs or signals, and these signs or signals signify myths. Therefore,
while certain objects tend to connote positivity, such as a bouquet of flowers,
others, like a chained pit bull, carry negative connotations.5 Photographer Sophie Gamand’s series, “Flower Power: Pit Bulls of the Revolution,” which reframes pit bulls through the power of flower semiology, demonstrates that the
combination of disparate objects in styled images can challenge certain ideologies (Illustration 1). Gamand began this series to both confront a topic she
finds uncomfortable and to challenge the misguided cultural perception of
the pit bull.6 Elizabeth A. Lawrence explains how animals are integrated into
popular culture through a humanly biased lens, writing, “Virtually every animal with which people interact has in addition to its own physical being a
symbolic identity which may or may not accurately reflect the animal’s nature
but which arises out of individual and cultural perceptions of that species.”7
For the pit bull, the cultural perception since the late 1970s has been that they
are too vicious to tolerate, encouraging many to euthanize them—with or

W

hat Time Magazine is describing here is not a mythical
beast of Hades, but the American pit bull terrier—a dog
once so known for its friendly nature it was referred to
as the perfect “nanny dog” for children. So why such
harsh words towards man’s best friend? This article,
entitled “Time Bomb on Legs,” is only one of over fourteen thousand five
hundred news articles that tarnished the pit bull’s image and reputation from
1985 to 2006.2 In that same July of 1987, two other prominent and influential magazines propagated the pit bull’s dangerous reputation in their cover
stories: People Weekly (now just People) published the article “An Instinct for
the Kill,” and Sports Illustrated published “Beware of this Dog,” which was accompanied by a gruesomely violent cover image of a pit bull in attack mode.3
These articles aimed to please and entice our risk-obsessed culture through
exaggerations, twisted facts, and gruesome details. With such momentous
slander against the pit bull, it is no wonder the general public has since adamantly believed that these dogs are born killers.
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Illustration 1

Four pit bull portraits from Sophie Gamand.’s “Flower Power” series http://www.whatkennyhearts.com/2014/08/sophie-gamand-pit-bulls-flower-crown.html
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without merit. Thus, nearly one million pit bulls are euthanized each year.8
Gamand has been photographing these images since July 2014, and her
most recent “Flower Power” image was posted to Instagram on December 23,
2014. This series went viral when Instagram posted it to their main page in
September 2014; on average, each image received over two thousand “likes.”
Since then, Gamand has received over twenty-five thousand new “followers”
on her personal Instagram account.9 As of December 2014, Gamand has photographed sixty-five flower crown pit bull portraits that are available as flat or
mounted prints; they come in three different sizes (5 x 5 inches, 8 x 8 inches,
and 10 x 10 inches) and range from twenty-five to ninety-five dollars.10 The
series has also been turned into a 2015 calendar. The “Flower Power Calendar” (Illustration 2) can be purchased on Lulu.com for thirty dollars. The creation and marketing of a “Flower Power” calendar further embeds the series
into material and popular culture.
Gamand saw a need to challenge the common belief that pit bulls are
dangerous dogs, so she symbolically placed crowns of flowers upon their
heads. On her website’s “Flower Power” page, Gamand explains her choice
to use flowers:

Illustration 2

The “Flower Power: Pit Bulls of the Revolution” calendar by Sophie Gamand.
http://www.lulu.com/shop/sophie-gamand/flower-power-calendar/calendar/prouct-21765808
html
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I realized pit bulls were always portrayed in very urban, gritty photographs. The imagery associated with these dogs is often harsh, very
contrasted, conveying the idea of them being tough. In my opinion,
this feeds the myth that these dogs are dormant psychopaths. So I decided to take the other route and portray them like hippies, soft fairytale-inspired characters, feminine and dreamy. The idea of Flower
Power blossomed.11

Flowers act as powerful codes of meaning in just about all cultures
throughout history, including American popular culture. They are mostly
seen as beautiful, delicate, and natural, so much so that one could say that
flowers denote positivity. The power of flowers is captured in botanist and
horticulturist Luther Burbank’s statement that, “Flowers always make people
better, happier, and more helpful; they are sunshine, food and medicine for
the soul.”12 For Gamand, the power of the flower was exactly what she needed
to signify the often-unseen innocence and gentleness of the American pit
bull. Currently the series includes sixty-five portraits, each of an individual
New York City shelter pit bull wearing a unique crown of flowers upon its
head; all portraits are named after the featured dog.13
Gamand confides that she was once a pit bull naysayer, but her encounters with pit bulls while volunteering at animal rescues altered her opinions,
compelling her to do the series. She began to shed her prejudices and saw
them for the sweet-natured dogs they really are. As many people do not have
firsthand experience with pit bulls, Gamand set out to shift people’s perceptions through images distributed online and in print.
There are two primary elements to analyze in the “Flower Power” pit bull
portraits: the pit bulls and the flower crowns. These two elements will first
be analyzed separately through historical reference and their cultural significance. They will then be examined together to discuss how material objects
can act as signifiers and help reappropriate common beliefs.
The media-promulgated belief that the pit bull is a “monster” dog is explained by looking at a brief history of the “breed.” Breed is in quotation
marks because the pit bull is not technically a breed according to the American Kennel Club, the United Kennel Club, and the Wisdom Panel breed library.14 The labeling of a dog as a “pit bull” is based on physical features,
which is noteworthy because it leads to higher pit bull discrimination, as any
dog that looks like a pit bull is vulnerable to prejudices and subject to euthanasia. Over-classifying dogs as pit bulls impairs the scientific data on dog
bite attacks and further fuels the media’s false reports, creating a believable
mythology about them. Dangerous owners believe this pseudo-science and
adopt pit bulls for the wrong reasons, only giving the public more reason to
fear them and law enforcement more reason to restrict or ban them. While
most media coverage on the pit bull consists of myths presented as facts, one
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trait is true and common in reports: pit bulls are consistently loyal to their
owners.15 Like owners’ application of human traits onto their dogs, dogs look
at humans as their own species.16 Dogs possess a pack mentality, causing
them to be completely loyal to their pack, which explains pit bulls’ innate
faithfulness to their owners, who they view as their leader, their alpha dog.
The pit bull’s steadfast nature is taken advantage of by those looking to profit
from a dog that will do anything to please, including risking its life, killing a
fellow canine in a dogfight, or even dying.
Since its beginnings, the pit bull has been subjected to cruelty, which can
be explained simply by deconstructing its name. First, “bull” comes from
the bulldog breed, which was selectively bred in eighteenth century England
for sturdiness and jaw strength, features designed to help butchers slaughter bulls. Many of these dogs, used as bull baiters, were put in arenas with
angered bulls to fight for their lives as people placed bets and enjoyed the
“entertainment.” In the early 1800s, this became illegal with the rise of English animal welfare laws, so people turned to dog fighting as a replacement. 17
The bulldog was bred with the more agile game terrier for a more nimble and
streamlined physique that retained the sturdiness and jaw muscles of its predecessor. These differently bred dogs were then matched against one another
in pits for bloody and sometimes deadly fights.18 When dog fighting came
to America, the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty of Animals
(ASPCA) tried to make it illegal, but it only went underground and grew.
Before urbanization, dogs were not known for aggressive, violent traits,
but rather for their loyal companionship and the comfort they provided their
owners. Urbanization brought the need for people to protect their property
and selves, resulting in the creation of the guard dog. For a dog to instill fear
in humans, humans had to break the human-animal bond.19 In her book The
Pit Bull Placebo: The Media Myths and Politics of Canine Aggression, Karen
Delise, founder and research director of the National Canine Research Council (NCRC), explains that, “While the physical characteristics of a particular
breed of dog cannot be changed once it is born, behavioral characteristics
can still very much be influenced by humans.”20 As such, owners in need of a
guard dog made it clear that the dog was not a family member. Science journalist David Grimm describes the bond-breaking process:
They [the owners] chained them up all day, confined them to dark cellars, and banished them to backyard sheds. Finally, to break the bond
of domestication and turn humans into enemies once more, owners
abused the hell out of their guard dogs, kicking them, starving them,
and spraying them with scalding water until they were snarling, salivating beasts. The monster had returned.21
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As the ability to “turn” dogs violent combined with the desire to watch
them fight for profit and pleasure, breeding dog fighters became a growing
phenomenon.
Similar to the pit bull, other dog breeds have had the “dangerous” dog
reputation, such as the bloodhound in the mid-nineteenth century and the
German shepherd in the early twentieth century, but the attention these dogs
received was not nearly as intense and frequent as the attention received by
the pit bull. Prior to the 1970s, the mentioning of breed in dog attack stories
was rare; the dogs were mostly described through adjectives like “vicious” or
“savage,” and the circumstances that led to the attack were reported.22 Reporting the dog’s abused state and that the attack was ignited by a human
taunting the dog makes the reader more empathetic toward the dog. But with
the turn of the twentieth century and the rise of mass communication, which
gave people greater access to an abundance of tantalizing stories, American
culture needed more shocking stories to entice. Fatal animal attack stories
have a macabre appeal that reporters can sell. Omitting why the dog attacked
and adding a scapegoat breed for another element of interest became the new
popular formula.
Sociologist Stanley Cohen has studied the process by which society invents demons, or, as he calls them, “folk devils.”23 He explains that the folk
devil is “the imagined source of terrible menace, to whom people assign all
the traits that make the folk devil deviant and threatening.”24 The folk devil,
as Cohen assesses, is the result of selective reporting, but has existed prior to
media communication through word of mouth, as in the witch-hunts in seventeenth century Salem, Massachusetts.25 But the media raises the stakes for
the folk devil. Cohen expresses:
I am concerned here with the way the situation was initially interpreted and presented by the mass media . . . because it is in this form
that most people receive their pictures of both deviance and disasters.
Reactions take place on the basis of these processed or coded messages: people become indignant or angry, formulate theories and plans,
make speeches, write letters to the newspapers.26

The panic over pit bulls stemmed from panic over dog bites, which the
New York Academy of Medicine publicized in their late 1974 article, “Dog
Bites: An Unrecognized Epidemic.”27 It was not enough to only report on the
dog bite; instead, the breed of the dog was emphasized as well, resulting in
the creation of a “folk devil.” In the early 1980s the pit bull was positioned
as the best “folk devil” candidate for multiple reasons, one being the dog’s
powerful jaw and bite.
From the late 1970s to the early 1980s, the media started paying attention to law enforcement’s crackdown on dog fighting operations, which were
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entangled with a growing subculture of drugs, guns, and gambling.28 The pit
bulls were seized and taken to shelters, where they were euthanized.29 This,
combined with the dog biting epidemic reports, led to the pit bull becoming
the media’s tool to add a more interesting layer to dog stories. Sadly, what
these pit bulls go through truly is unfortunate and often undocumented by
the media, as Delise describes:
These fighting Pit bulls are kept in garages, basements, backyards and
even have occasion to run loose. These dogs then pose a direct danger
to children—not because they are Pit bulls, but because they are individually abused, encouraged to be aggressive, poorly socialized and
have not had the opportunity to form positive attachments to humans.
As demonstrated, this is the classic formula for creating a dangerous
dog.30

The press does not report these horrid conditions; without this knowledge, empathy for the dogs in need of adoption is lost. Instead, the media reports that pit bulls are popular in gangs and seedy atmospheres, like in People
magazine’s July 6, 1987 article “An Instinct for the Kill,” in which journalist
Michelle Green writes, “Pit bulls are, in fact, less popular among ordinary
dog lovers than among back-alley types who prize them for the very qualities that make them dangerous.”31 Articles like these attach a stigma to the pit
bull, which frightens off potentially suitable owners and ultimately sends the
dogs to their death. In addition to pit bulls’ association with gangs, there are
several popular myths surrounding them; these myths are misinterpreted as
facts due to the previously mentioned pseudo-science, which makes it difficult to dispel their falsehood. The following is a generic list of mythologies
surrounding pit bulls as listed by Karen Delise in The Pit Bull Placebo:32
—The pit bull’s jaw locks when biting.
—Children’s hormones trigger their senses and urge them to attack.
—Pit bulls are chemically imbalanced.
—They attack like sharks and like any other dog breed.
—The pit bull is the most dominant breed.
—They are impervious to pain and are therefore more dangerous during an attack and do not care when they are injured.
—Pit bulls attack without being provoked.
—They are “ticking time bombs.”
—They have an aggressive temperament and are therefore unpredictable.

These misreported “factual” pit bull characteristics are communicated to
the public through the media, which is blatantly participating in fear mongering. Dog attack stories were most potent in the late 1980s; owners of wellbehaved and socialized pit bulls became petrified that their pit bull would
“turn.” Therefore, these owners decided they would either euthanize their
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dogs or drop them at shelters, where they would still eventually be euthanized because of over-crowding, which stemmed from potential adopters being coerced against pit bulls.33 As a result of the numerous myths that made
the pit bull seem like a vicious pet, the average owners became those who
wanted a guard dog, a fighting dog, or a dog with a “vicious” reputation to
build street credibility. These irresponsible owners then over-bred pit bulls
with poor temperaments, took advantage of their loyalty and trained them to
fight beginning in puppyhood, abused them through various sick practices,
and killed them for sport and profitability. When a pit bull was fortunate
enough to be rescued from such an environment and not sent to a shelter
for euthanasia, the dog was so wary of humans that rebuilding trust seemed
like an impossible feat. It was the media’s coverage of the Michael Vick “Bad
Newz Kennels” case that proved pit bulls were capable of rehabilitation.34 The
public’s interest in the dogs rescued from Vick’s dog fighting operation led
to human interest stories on what happened to the dogs; people wanted to
know that they were saved.
There is a remarkable difference between the Sports Illustrated covers
of July 1987 and December 2008. The former, as previously mentioned, was
an example of journalism perpetuating the pit bull as a kind of “folk devil.”
Under the heading “Beware of This Dog” is an image of a savage looking redeyed pit bull bearing his teeth mid-bark, as if ready to attack. The latter is of
the pit bull Sweet Jasmine, one of the many survivors of NFL star quarterback
Michael Vick’s dog fighting operation “Bad Newz Kennels.” Sweet Jasmine is
portrayed as cute and harmless, with a friendly disposition. The same year
Vick was signed as the Atlanta Falcons’ starting quarterback, 2001, he and
three associates—Purnell Peace, Quanis Phillips, and Tony Taylor—began
Bad Newz Kennels on Vick’s newly purchased property in Surry County, Virginia.35 It was not until April 25, 2007 that the operation was discovered, and
what the state investigation uncovered was shockingly inhumane. The following is only a brief summary of Bad Newz Kennels, but will give a general
picture. Approximately fifty-one dogs, mostly pit bulls, were found chained
to car axels just out of reach of one another, which was a method used to
provoke the dogs. Investigators discovered a boarded, blood-stained fighting
area, as well as numerous dog fighting training equipment, including a rape
stand where female dogs were strapped for submission to breeding. They
also found performance-enhancing drugs, records of dog fighting ventures,
and the bodies of eight dead pit bulls.36 U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) investigators reported the following on the death of the dogs: “the
men hung approximately three dogs ‘by placing a nylon cord over a 2 X 4
that was nailed to two trees located next to the big shed. They also drowned
approximately three dogs by putting the dogs’ heads in a five gallon bucket
of water.’ They killed one dog by ‘slamming it to the ground several times
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before it died, breaking the dog’s back or neck.’”37 Perhaps the most shameful
killing was of a female pit bull that lost a fight; she was executed by being wet
down with water and then electrocuted.38 In addition to the killing of trained
fighter dogs, pet dogs were also killed. A witness stated that Vick and his
associates would fight trained pit bulls with untrained pet dogs; they found
that “it was funny to watch the pit bull dogs belonging to Bad News Kennels
injure or kill other dogs.”39
These accounts are disturbing on many levels, but what is most important is that they became known to the public through vast amounts of media
coverage, both print and televised, and that Vick was held accountable for
his illegal activities.40 The previously villainized pit bull was now victimized,
and people became sympathetic to them. Normally, dogs seized from dog
fighting kennels were euthanized, but because of the spotlight put on Vick
and Bad Newz Kennels, the dogs were appointed a guardian/special master
to handle them, answering the public’s plea to give the dogs a chance to be
rehabilitated.41
Despite the odds, forty-seven of the fifty-one dogs were rehabilitated
from Michael Vick’s Kennel and went on to lead happy lives at sanctuaries,
in forever homes, or in foster homes. In addition, some of the dogs were
trained to be service therapy dogs, which help children with special needs
and the elderly.42 The stories of these astonishing pit bulls are the subject of
author Jim Gorant’s 2009 book The Lost Dogs: Michael Vick’s Dogs and Their
Tale of Rescue and Redemption. The book’s cover image is a picture of the pit
bull Sweet Jasmine, one of Vick’s “bait dogs” (a dog used for practice matches
for the fighting dogs).43 Though Jasmine was still working on overcoming
her fear of humans when the book was written, she was able to triumphantly
pose for the cover.44 Significantly, The Lost Dogs cover also served as the
cover of the Sports Illustrated December 2009 issue. The magazine that once
fueled the negative stigma of pit bulls was now promoting them in a positive
manner. A new popular culture ideology surrounding pit bulls began, and
the previously rarely seen images of sweet companion pit bulls came forward.
However, there is still an immense amount of image reformulation to
be done. Sophie Gamand expedited the pit bull’s redemption with her overt
use of symbolic flower crowns in her “Flower Power” series. Sophie Gamand
writes on her website that, “‘Flower Power’ is about challenging myself to
approach pit bulls with a fresh perspective and an open heart. I invite the
viewer to do the same.”45 She presents this invitation through the use of
flower crowns upon the pit bulls’ heads, signifying their virtue and goodness. When we examine the crowns as material objects in culture, historical
references are summoned, inspiring nostalgia for the hippie movement of
the 1960s.
Perhaps the most consequential power of flowers is their power to move,
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which Anna Pavord describes in Flower Power: The Meaning of Flowers in
Art. Pavord writes, “This power to move has been crucial to the adoption of
flowers in every culture to symbolize life, beauty and death. All religions have
flowers at the heart of their faith. Art has proved an enduring companion in
the representation of the power of flowers to move.”46 This effect that flowers have on us is a biological one at heart; flowers are born to seduce, which
they do by luring insects and hummingbirds in with their attractive colors
and tantalizing scent.47 The pollen sticks to the insects and hummingbirds
as they eat, moving from flower to flower, spreading the seed to create more
flowers. Humans are also seduced by flowers’ beauty, uniqueness, and purity.
This supports the aphorism “all human life is like a flower,” which is a “long
held idea of identifying human existence with the symbolism of flowers.”48
As is made apparent in blogger and journalist reviews of Gamand’s work,
and by the sharing of these images virally, people are indeed moved and perceptions are being altered for a righteous cause. This, in a way, is similar
to Gamand’s initial inspiration: hippies during the flower power movement.
Though her use of the flower crowns is most similar to the San Francisco
hippies who wore flowers in their hair as a fashion statement, the notion of
flower power originated with the intent to disarm opposition and influence
thought.49
The concept of flower power began with the words of beat poet and
counterculture leader Allen Ginsberg in his essay “Demonstration or Spectacle As Example, As Communication or How to Make a March/Spectacle,”
written for a November 1965 Vietnam War protest in Berkeley, California.
Though the phrase “flower power” is not directly used in this essay, Ginsberg
writes that protesters should use the potency of “[m]asses of flowers” for “an
exemplary spectacle . . . to manifest by concrete example . . . how to change
war psychology and surpass, go over, the habit-image-reaction of fear/violence.”50 Gamand eloquently achieves Ginsberg’s suggestion.
At the October 21-23, 1967 march on the Pentagon to protest the Vietnam War, Ginsberg inspired protesters who brought flowers to promote
peace over violence. Two defining photographs were taken that encapsulated
the feelings of a counterculture responding to social unrest. These images of
“flower child” protesters placing flowers in the barrels of armed forces’ bayonets saturated the visual media and were seen by an entire nation. One of the
photographs, which was taken by acclaimed photojournalist Bernie Boston
and is even titled “Flower Power,” is of young protester George Harris, who
approached a squad of guardsmen in a semicircle and proceeded to place
carnation flowers down their rifle barrels.51 Boston knew he was capturing a
decisive moment in history, a moment that would move a nation. The other
photograph, by photojournalist Marc Riboud, is of seventeen-year-old Jan
Rose Kasmir. Kasmir reflects, “All of a sudden, I realized ‘them’ was that
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soldier in front of me—a human being I could just as easily have been going
out on a date with. It wasn’t a war machine, it was just a bunch of guys with
orders. Right then, it went from being a fun, hip trip to a painful reality.”52
The empathy Kasmir felt for her adversary parallels the empathy Gamand
hopes to inspire for the pit bulls. Kasmir, like other protestors, generalized
all soldiers as evil, just as all pit bulls have been generalized as dangerous.
This is the problem with breed discrimination: it erases the individuality of
each dog and prompts generalizations.
Gamand adds another semiotic element to each pit bull portrait: their
names. This ensures that the adoptable pit bulls are not seen as simply a
characteristically defined breed of dog, but allows for an individual identity to be created. Viewers can imagine a personality for each dog, which
encourages the viewer to potentially adopt them. Each dog has a personalized flower crown as well, further distinguishing them from one another
and highlighting their unique personalities. To see a dog as having a personality is to see them almost as if they were human. Trying to understand
their personalities—their emotions, mindset, ways, etc.—is mostly achieved
by attributing to them human characteristics; a dog’s “humanness” nurtures
human-dog bonding, which then saves them from abandonment and execution. The attribution of human form or other characteristics to an animal
or object is called anthropomorphism, and it plays a substantial role in how
people interact with dogs.
The study of anthropomorphism was formerly considered unscientific,
but a new wave of “neo-anthropomorphism” has arisen, and scientists are
exposing the important fact that dogs and other animals do indeed think
and feel.53 This new interest in understanding humans’ connection with
dogs specifically has to do with our longstanding relationship to them. Reinhold Bergler, author of Man and Dog: Psychology of a Relationship (1988),
explains, “Since the dawn of mankind, animals have always played an important part in the complex scheme of human relationships.”54 He goes on
to say that, “The grand design of mankind, nature and the animal kingdom,
once bound together in a unified whole, is now felt to be threatened with
disintegration.”55 This threat has stimulated an interest in dogs and inspired
a reanalysis of the dog’s mind and how it affects our interactions with them.
With pit bulls comprising seventy-five percent of the one million two hundred thousand dogs that are euthanized in America ever year, a clear threat
exists; not just for the pit bulls, but also for the goodness of humanity.
Bergler states that, “Dogs view us as fellow members of the canine species and they treat us more or less consistently as such.”56 Humans have this
same tendency; we, as Berger explains, “are only too ready to interpret the
behavior of dogs in human terms. The temptation to anthropomorphize
animal behavior is deeply rooted within us and we succumb very easily.”57
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Whereas the pit bull has been ascribed the human characteristics of being
mean, temperamental, and aggressive because of their dog fighting reputation, other dogs that are seen as pets receive the desirable human characteristics of being loving, sweet, and friendly. Perhaps the most common word
used to describe pet dogs is “cute.”
According to essayist and cultural critic Daniel Harris, in his book on
sense-based consumerism Cute, Quaint, Hungry and Romantic: The Aesthetics Of Consumerism (2001), the attribution of “cuteness” onto non-human
things is a reflection of human narcissism.58 Harris uses animal-themed calendars as evidence of how people commonly integrate “cute” animals into
their lives. For those who buy the “Flower Power Calendar,” a daily visual
representation of cute anthropomorphism will stimulate their senses, giving
them “maternal feelings for a mythical condition of endearing naiveté.”59 In
addition to the “maternal feelings” one will experience, the knowledge that
their purchase went to a charitable cause will also conjure positive feelings
and self-worth. Similar to dog owners who, without provocation, announce
that their dog is a rescue, owning the calendar is a declaration of goodness, a
way to ensure likability from others.
The flower crowns heighten the “Flower Power” pit bull “cute” factor. As
flower crowns originated as adornments for people, the placement of them
on an animal is unusual, making it both humorous and cute. In her analysis
of the teddy bear in American popular culture, Elizabeth A. Lawrence references the ethologist Konrad Lorenz’s 1982 work The Foundations of Ethology
to explain the inherent power that animals (and children) have to “elicit a
positive emotional response from people.”60 Lawrence writes, “Lorenz’s studies showed that the configuration of traits such as a big head in relation to
the body, high prominent forehead, large eyes, chubby cheeks, small mouth,
and short rounded limbs—all characteristics of young children or animals—
evoke a nurturing, protective response from adults, who perceive such an object as lovable (Lorenz 1981: 165).”61 These features are highlighted through
Gamand’s digital paint editing. Though the features of the dogs are not proportionally exaggerated, they become more pronounced and accentuated
through coloring, contrast, and saturation; it is as if their lovability has been
highlighted through these digital techniques.
Harris explains the impact of features like these in defining “cuteness”
as having “the element of the grotesque.”62 He writes, “The grotesque is cute
because the grotesque is pitiable, and pity is the primary emotion of this
seductive and manipulative aesthetic that arouses our sympathies by creating anatomical pariahs.”63 People pity what is not “normally” human looking; physical proportions that are irregular to adult humans make something
grotesque. Since we anthropomorphize dogs, their big droopy eyes, floppy
ears, and furriness make them disproportionately cute. The animals in the
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calendars are, Harris argues, “the very embodiment of innocence and as such
represent an absence of the designed and manipulated qualities of what is in
fact a heavily mannered aesthetic.”64 He further explains that something cute
is also needy, which is touching. Innocence and neediness are incredibly
important in the portrayal of the pit bulls: their innocence negates the myth
that all pit bulls are “ticking time bombs” that are born with the inclination
to attack65 and their neediness illuminates the fact that these dogs really are
in need.
The portrayal of dogs in need in Sophie Gamand’s “Flower Power: Pit
Bulls of a Revolution” series is a 2014 viral sensation on social media, in the
news and popular media, and for pit bull and dog enthusiasts alike. Over
the past decade, the demand for pit bull rights and specialized pit bull rescue
groups has developed (especially in response to the highly publicized Michael Vick case). However, to really help these misunderstood dogs, the public needs to be properly educated. Gamand’s pit bulls are visual spectacles
with an educational intention. As Allen Ginsberg points out in his anti-war
efforts, “A spectacle can be made, an unmistakable statement OUTSIDE the
war psychology which is leading nowhere. Such statement would be heard
around the world with relief.”66 For pit bull advocates, the war psychology
is that pit bulls are dangerous, and it is the media’s false representation that
needs to be disputed. Gamand demonstrates that the peaceful sentiment of
hippie “flower power” has not lost its ability to move and alter perceptions.
By simply putting crowns of flowers upon the top of pit bulls’ heads, Gamand
has caught the media’s and the public’s attention. Now, instead of seeing a pit
bull as ready to fiercely rip someone’s face, people are seeing a pit bull that
will sweetly lick their face. The flower crowns are examples of material objects that hold the ability to denote, connote, and influence reappropriation,
illuminating that cultural ideologies are not fixed.
Reinhold Bergler eloquently describes the importance of man’s bond
with dogs and the reasoning behind the ascription of hate and fear to a specific breed. Bergler states, “Man is a social being, an entity in which knowledge and ignorance, hope and fear, love and hate, disappointment and triumph, loneliness and conflict, sympathy and antipathy, depression and joy
are frequently—and paradoxically—intertwined.”67 The pit bull love/hate
paradox is not triggered or determined by factual evidence, but by media
infused perceptions of reality. We must stop assuming the perpetuated negative nature of pit bulls to be true, as this only encourages the continuation
of ill-tempered dogs, dog fighting operations, and pit bull euthanasia. We
need to recognize that reports on dog attacks are inaccurate and manipulated by the media for shock value. Through this acknowledgement, canine
aggression can be properly addressed. To conclude, Gamand suggests the
following:
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I still understand that dogs have limits, but I’m not as skittish around
pit bulls as I used to be. The “Pit Bull Flower Power Project” is also an
invitation for people to go and make up their own opinion. It’s okay if
you don’t like pit bulls, but what’s not okay is if you don’t try to understand them. Maybe go volunteer in a shelter and see for yourself what
kind of dogs they are. Not everybody has to love them of course, but
the way we treat them reflects on the society we are.68
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Leslie

This morning I have

I loved a girl called Leslie
who hated having her name
pronounced Lez-lee.
“It’s an S,” she’d say, and turn
and curve away.
Now, when someone says lez-bo
I am offended
for Leslie
and for softness
and I regret the many ways
I have insulted love.

an old lease on life—
month to month,
horrible terms—
but I would not break it now
you’ve come in.
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Since the sundown has nothing on you

Marriage

wear only my hands

babies cry in the womb—
practicing, doctors say.
I think of you and me
(voluntary twins)
passing each other in the hallway
with our children
weeping in our arms—
aren’t they still practicing?
aren’t we?
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